
CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION

What’s New:

1. Bold text and colored headers for easier comprehension

2. New field: TCN field to track the arrest through disposition

3. Historical tracking number (the PCN) is captured in the 
ATN field

4. Linear flow of disposition information. Arrest information 
may display if arrest is within the last year and is pending 
disposition

5. Renamed field: Subsequent Activity is where related court 
orders are located (previously called Subsequent 
Disposition)

6. New field: Subsequent Disposition lists the status of the 
court case. New interim disposition values are listed on 
the back of this QBR. Training is also available to learn 
more! 

7. DOC event shows movement within Dept. of Corrections

8. Sex Offender Registration: Displays where they registered, 
where the original charge was made (county) and charge

9. Other Offender Registrations: formerly field known as 
Monitored Populations Tracking Information 

10. New Fingerprinting Type: Compromised Identity

RAPsheet Changes 
Quick Reference Guide
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New RAPsheet Coming May 25, 2021

What’s Changing? 
The new RAPsheet will have a more logical flow of 
information with a format that is easier to read.

How do I learn more? 
Everyone is welcome to attend the “What’s New with W2” 

or “RAPsheet” training. Sign up HERE!

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

FINGERPRINT REASON: COMPROMISED IDENTITY CLAIM
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Conviction RAPsheet
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SUBSEQUENT DISPOSITION:PENDING

DATE: 11/15/2014

ORI:    WA034123J
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https://www.wsp.wa.gov/crime/criminal-history/criminal-history-training/


New Disposition Values

New Dispositions

Continued Submitted electronically from the court. 

If a Dismissed disposition is received from the court, the court docket is researched. 

If there is no plea of guilt, Continued is replaced with “DISMISSED.” 

• It is Not Adverse to the person and does not go out on a Conviction RAPsheet. It 
does go out on a Non-conviction RAPsheet. 

If a Dismissed disposition is received from the court, the court docket is researched. 

If there is a plea of guilt, the Continued is replaced with “OTHER DEFERRAL” and the 
dismissed information is entered into the Subsequent Disposition field. 

This is Adverse to the person (meaning not favorable) and does go on both a Conviction and 
Non-conviction RAPsheet. 

Pending Submitted electronically from the court. 

TCN entered in the court system. When a final disposition is entered by the court, the 
disposition of pending is replaced by the final disposition. 

Warrant issued Submitted via email or mail on an Audit disposition. May not be an active warrant. 
Check to confirm the warrant via ACCESS or contact the issuing agency. 

Entered on arrests over one year old. 

Does not go out on a Conviction RAPsheet. 

Diversion Received from the Juvenile Department on a disposition form via mail or email when the 
juvenile enters into a diversion program. 

• If the court notifies WSP of a successful completion, the diversion is replaced with 
“NO CHARGES FILED” and removed from the FBI. 

• If the diversion is not completed and charges are filed, “DIVERSION” is replaced 
with the final court disposition. 

• If the diversion is partially successful and no charges are filed “DIVERSION” remains 
as the disposition. 

Unavailable Entered when it is received on a disposition audit from a criminal justice agency. 

When an inquiry on an open arrest is received, seven or more years have passed, and all 
possible resources have been exhausted, “UNAVAILABLE” is entered as the disposition. 

When an arrest is over twenty years old and is not a felony or juvenile arrest, “UNAVAILABLE” 
is entered as the disposition if no court case is located.

New values provide up-to-date disposition information and remove open arrests 
that are in process but have not received a final disposition. 


